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DISCLAIMER

Certain commercial entities, equipment, or materials may be 
identified in this document in order to describe an experimental 
procedure or concept adequately.
Such identification is not intended to imply recommendation or  
endorsement by the National Institute of Standards and 
Technology, nor is it intended to imply that the entities, materials, 
or equipment are necessarily the best available for the purpose. 
* Please note, unless mentioned in reference to a NIST 
Publication, all information and data presented is 
preliminary/in-progress and subject to change
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DISCLAIMER

Guest speaker, Nicholas Burnett, Data Machines Corp, produced 
and presented slide 17 (ACE demonstration) for publication in the 
National Institute of Standards and Technology’s PSCR 2021 The 
Digital Experience. The contents of his presentation do not 
necessarily reflect the views or policies of the National Institute of 
Standards and Technology or the U.S. Government.

This work was performed under contract: SB1341-15-CQ-
0012/1333ND20FNB770271 from U.S. Department of Commerce, 
National Institute of Standards and Technology.

Posted with permission.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Guest speaker, Nicholas Burnett , Data Machines Corp, produced and presented the slide 17 (ACE demo) for publication in the National Institute of Standards and Technology’s PSCR 2021 The Digital Experience. The contents of his presentation do not necessarily reflect the views or policies of the National Institute of Standards and Technology or the U.S. Government.This work was performed under contract.



ACE is an analytics tool kit

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is ACE?Ace is an analytics tool kit. This means that ACE allows public safety organizations to test out, experiment with, and utilize cutting edge analytics in their existing public safety environment.I’ll get into more detail about this in a moment, but first…



Why does public safety need an analytics toolkit?

IOT – Internet of things

Big Data

Video Streams

AI/Machine Learning
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why does public safety need an analytics toolkit? Here are 4 reasons



Why does public safety need an analytics toolkit?

IOT – Internet of things
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
IOT or internet of things – That’s everything from cell phones and doorbell cameras to wearables and modern cars.  These devices have the ability to contain not just onboard recording devices for video and audio but may also likely have a GPS for positioning and have the ability to report significant events to social media, As public safety continues to embrace the Internet of Things (IoT) concept, the amount of incoming data to process continues to rise exponentially. * All of these IOT devices are going to generate a lot of data. 



Why does public safety need an analytics toolkit?

Big Data
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So much data that you could classify it as  ”Big Data”. Big Data, as the name implies, is an ever-increasing amount of data that grows exponentially over time. This makes it difficult to process and manage efficiently. One of the most common types of data that public safety organizations utilize are…



Why does public safety need an analytics toolkit?

Video Streams
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Video streams.Video streams take up the majority of IOT bandwidth as well as being one of the data types public safety is typically most interested in and may in fact already be using. Some Public Safety organizations have their own networked camera systems that need to be monitored and the numerous cameras that make up these systems don’t typically decrease.But how can all of these video streams be monitored in real time? It would take a vast amount of money and person hours to monitor them all by humans, 



Why does public safety need an analytics toolkit?

AI/Machine Learning
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Prototype and experimental technologies such as machine learning and artificial intelligence are difficult to integrate into existing public safety systems. High levels of technical skill and time are required before it can even  be determined if a new machine learning algorithm is useful or not. Once determined to be useful, then are modifications, different training datasets, or alternate versions of an algorithm may change the effectiveness or confidence of a given algorithm. 



Why does public safety need an analytics toolkit?

IOT

Big Data

Video Streams

AI/Machine Learning
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
All 4 of these together support Analytics or Data Science in public safety



So, what is ACE?
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Analytics Container Environment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, what is ACE and where does it fit in?ACE stands for Analytics Container Environment, this means that a detection algorithm of some type is confined in a virtual container. This container allows the analytics to be efficiently managed, modularized and scaled. We created ACE as a way to cut down on the time and expertise required to test out, experiment with and compare cutting-edge analytics in your existing public safety environment.Ace was designed to be used in an environment that utilizes streaming video as part of their day-to-day operations.ACE minimizes the expertise and time required to setup and test new algorithms by providing a toolkit and easy to understand interface.Key features:Runs INSIDE your environment, this is important from a public safety perspective as data control is important and sending things to “the cloud” isn’t always an optionRuns on modest hardware but is built to advantage of a GPU or graphics card inside an ACE workstation or server. It now has a graphical user interface  – When testing out an analytic, the results can be visualized to help determine how well its works.



Who could use ACE?
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Street fight
A street fight detection algorithm could 
detect when a fight breaks out

Fire or smoke
A fire detection algorithm could detect and 
alert when a fire or smoke is detected

Medical emergency
A detection algorithm could detect a person 
collapsed on the ground

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who could use ACE and how might they use it?Police – Could use a street fighting detection algorithm to get officers deployed as soon as possible once a fight breaks out.Fire fighters – Could use a fire or smoke detection algorithm to detect a small fire and sound the alarm before it becomes a bigger fire.EMS – Could use an algorithm to detects a person collapsing on the ground potentially indicating a medical emergency and get EMS there quick enough to save a life.All of these detections could be the first alert to public safety personal monitoring an ACE system who could then call the appropriate response team.ACE facilitates all these possibilities by allowing public safety to more easily setup and test out these types of cutting-edge detection algorithms, be they commercial or open source, and determine which algorithms might work best in a given situation.  Whether that means it has the smallest number of false positives or the quickest detection time depending on the type of analytic being tested.



How does ACE work?
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Input 
streams Analytics

Filters

ACE UI

View original 
video stream

Examine 
analytic output 
data streams

Filtered data 
based on user-
specified criteria 
for high-level 
awareness and 
triage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How does ACE work?In this simple diagram you can see that ACE starts with a provided input stream. It sends that input stream to the display interface as well as to one or more user-selected analytics where they are processed and detections are made. These detections are sent raw to the user interface as well as into a filter engine where user specified filters cull the detections down to only what the user wants to see.--- The user is able to filter the incoming detections down without losing information (this includes streams, metadata, etc.)Lessens the workload on the human in the loop so that they are only being alerted to what is important



Additional ACE features

Confidence Intervals
Numeric representation of the confidence 
the algorithm has in the detections it makes. 
ACE color codes these to improve, at a 
glance, visibility to the user.

GPU enabled
ACE is GPU enabled, which provides 
exponential increases in processing 

power and efficiency. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some additional features provided by ACE are:Confidence intervals—these provide numeric scores for algorithm detections that expresses how confident the algorithm is in the detections. These are color coded with a light to dark gradient so that its easy for the user, at a glance, to determine how confident the algorithm is in its detections. ACE is also GPU enabled, this means it can use modern graphical processing cores to speed up algorithms and make detections more efficiently.



New Features

GUI – Graphical user interface

Developed a user interface for configuring, deploying, and interacting 
with ACE analytics

Expanded API

Expanded the API to accommodate more types of analytics as well as 
integrated more open-source analytics into ACE 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some of the new features we’ve added to ACE this year include:A GUI or graphical user interface, this greatly improves usability as well as functionality. It allows the user to configure, deploy and interact with analytics. It also works extremely well to compare analytic performance in realtime.We've also extended the ACE API to accommodate more types of analytics as well as pre-integrated additional open-source analytics. Using these included open-source analytics a user can hit the ground running and try out analytics on their existing streams without any programming knowledge.DEMO: In this DEMO we will showcase a running ACE deployment that uses the newly developed User Interface and provides an overview of how it might be used to assist in monitoring and comparing analytics on live video streams.



ACE Demo
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nicholas Burnett, of Data Machines Corp, demonstrated the use of ACE. To view the video, please open the corresponding .mp4 file in the PSCR 2021 library.



Download 
and install 
ACE engine

Download 
and install 

ACE GUI

Add 
streams

Select 
analytics

Apply filters

How to use ACE
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you, Nick, for that Demo.As you saw, getting started with ACE is simple. You first download and install the ACE engine and the ACE GUI, add your streams, select your analytics, apply your filters. Then you can start running analytics on existing streams right away. If you have existing pre-recorded video you want to run analytics against, those can simply be loaded into a streaming server for ACE to consume. Additionally, new cutting-edge analytics can be added into ACE by a developer without much difficulty, as ACE provides the framework to make integrating new analytics easier.  ACE can then be used to compare the analytics to determine the best fit for a specific monitoring task.
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10K+
of custom CUDNN, 

TensorFlow, OpenCV 
containers we created 

for ACE

Downloads

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve designed the ACE toolkit specifically to be useful for public safety video application development and testing. The toolkit is focused on supporting creation of standardized containers for analytic tools and components so that they may be readily integrated.  We created containers for several popular open-source computer vision toolsets and libraries that are used frequently in video analytic applications.  Currently, these include CUDNN, TensorFlow, and OpenCV.    Our containerized version of these tools are open source and available on GitHub, with pre-built images available on Docker Hub. We added additional tools and containers for control and testing functions.  We have already had over 10,000 downloads of these containers since starting ACE. This shows significant interest in our approach to agile integration and testing of these kinds of tools. 



Future ACE

Deployment in live Public Safety environments

Increase scalability
We plan to increase the scalability of the environment by moving the 
back end to Kubernetes container orchestration system
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What does the future hold for ACE?First, we plan to deploy ACE in a live public safety environment in collaboration with public safety early adopters to help them take in live streams, run and compare existing analytics and obtain their valuable feedback to refine these tools and adapt them for public safety.We also plan to increase scalability potential by moving the ACE back end to an even more scalable Kubernetes container orchestration system. We welcome your ideas, feedback, and collaboration



Get ACE

EMAIL: aceinfo@nist.gov

WEBSITE: ace.nist.gov
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https://github.com/usnistgov/ace

https://github.com/usnistgov/ace-ui

If you have questions, look for our Q&A session!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can get ACE at the following GitHub URLsIf you have questions, you can email us at: aceinfo@nist.gov or look for our Q&A session

https://www.nist.gov/itl/iad/mig/analytics-container-environment-ace-reference-framework
https://github.com/usnistgov/ace
https://github.com/usnistgov/ace-ui


Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for attending this ACE session. We look forward to hearing from you.
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